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   Find the perfect rack
 Start Here: The Allen Rack Finder! Add your vehicle.

                  
    Select year


  select make


  Select Model


  Body type


   Submit   
 Please complete year/make/model/body type before hitting "SUBMIT"

  Reset
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            an external rear spare tire?      [image: ] Rear spare tire is located on the back of the vehicle and not inside trunk or other locations.
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                GET out there   
                      GET out there
  Allen Sport’s Hitch Racks are Perfect for Every Adventure. 
Find Your Rack Today.
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   LATEST INNOVATIONS
 We’re taking innovation to the next level. Check out our latest Hitch Racks, Trunk Racks and Joggers!
 SHOP NOW

   NEED HELP?
 Check out our comprehensive resource center where you will find manuals, instructional videos, product registration and more! 
 Resource Center

   MISSING A PART?
 No worries, we got you covered! We have replacement parts for all of our racks, trailers and joggers.
 Find Parts

 

        
      
    

    

  





















 
 
    
            FIND YOUR PERFECT RACK
  We’ve made it easy for you to find the perfect rack for your car! Use our fitting tool to determine which racks are compatible with your car.
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              ALLEN TV
 
            FEATURED VIDEOS
  For your next biking adventure, Allen introduces the Premier Hitch-Mounted Tray Rack.
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       Subscribe to our newsletter!
 Stay in the loop to be the first to hear about special deals, giveaways and more!
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 Welcome to Allen Bike
 IMPORTANT RACK FINDER CAUTIONS
  Rack should only be used on vehicles where it can be properly mounted as described in instructions included with product. Fit list applies only to installation of Allen Trunk Racks on standard vehicle models in original and non-customized condition (no after-market spoilers, external spare tires, etc.).
 Racks should never be used on any type of trailer or the front of vehicle.
 For additional fit questions, please email customerservice@allen.bike.

  Accept
  new to allen? Create Account
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